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Abstract: - Several applications in Computer Vision, like recognition, identification, automatic 3D modeling and
animation and non conventional human computer interaction require the precise identification of landmark
points in facial images. Here we present a fast and robust algorithm capable of identifying a specific set of
landmarks on face profile images. First, the face is automatically segmented from the image. Then, the face
landmarks are extracted. The algorithm is based on the local curvature of the profile contour and on the local
analysis of the face features. The robustness of the presented approach is demonstrated by a set of experiments
were ground truth data are compared with the result of our algorithm. A percentage of 92% correct identification
and a mean error of 3.5 pixels demonstrate the robustness of the approach, which is of paramount importance for
several applications.
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project aiming at developing an automatic tool for
planning plastic surgery procedures. The tool
suggests the possible outcome of a plastic surgery
operation proposing a new quantitative approach able
to automatically suggest effective patient-specific
improvements of facial attractiveness [18].
Several approaches have been presented for face
landmarks identification. In [5] the profile and frontal
images are analyzed and landmarks are extracted
exploiting the curvature of the profile and applying
deformable templates for face features like mouth,
nose and eyes. Multi-modal deformable templates are
also used in [8]. More complex approaches use Gabor
filters [9], neural networks [10], PCA [11], 2D
discrete cosine transform [12], Fisher’s linear
discriminant [13].
In this work, we present a robust approach, based on
simple and fast computer vision algorithms. The
image is first segmented in order to extract the
silhouette of the person’s face. The feature points on
the external contour of the silhouette are then
extracted on the basis of the local curvature of the
profile and on some geometric properties of its
points. Then, the landmarks inside the face region are

Introduction

The problem of automatically identifying the precise
location of face landmarks is an active research topic
in computer vision and it has several interesting
applications. For recognition, face landmarks can be
used to derive a characteristic vector, based for
instance on the distances between the feature points.
In this way, faces can be represented by points in the
reduced dimensionality space of the characteristic
vectors, where point comparison can be used for
recognition/identification ([2], [3], [4]). For these
applications, precision in the location of the
landmarks is critical. Another typical application is
the reconstruction of 3D head model from single or
multiple 2D images ([5], [6], [7]). The usual approach
is to identify face landmarks and then use their
location to constraint the transformation of a
deformable 3D head model. Other interesting
applications include motion capture [14], human
computer interaction [15], teleconferencing [16],
entertainment, animation [17] and many others.
The rationale of this work is to propose an automatic
and robust approach able to identify and segment face
features in profile images. This is part of a broader
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identified analyzing in details the local characteristics
of the image.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
describes the set of face landmarks we are trying to
identify. The proposed approach is detailed in Section
3. The results obtained and future work are discussed
in Sections 4 and 5 respectively.

2

3

Landmark identification

The algorithm works on images containing a single
face and with uniform background color. Before
identifying the face landmarks, some pre-processing
is needed.
The first operation required is to extract the silhouette
of the profile from the incoming image. Segmentation
is performed through background subtraction. For
this task, we require the images to have a background
of an (almost) uniform color. First, we transform the
image into the HSL color space. Then we compute
the histogram of the H plane, containing the
chromaticity information. The two main peaks
correspond to skin-like and background pixels. An
example can be seen in Fig. 2, where an image and
the histogram of its hue plane are shown.

Processing face profiles

The set of facial landmarks considered in this work is
the following:
- Pronasale, (PN), the tip of the nose
- Nasion (NA), the superior extremity of the
nose line, in the depressed area directly
between the eyes
- Subnasal (SN) , the inferior extremity of the
nose line
- Labrale Superius (LS) and Inferius (LI), on
the upper and lower lip
- Cheilion (CH), located at the angle (corner)
of the mouth
- Gnathion (GN), the inferior point of the
mandible
- Exocanthion (EC), the outer corner of the eye
- Alare (AL) the outermost point of the nose
wing
The names have been taken from the medical
terminology [1]. In Fig. 1 the location of these
landmark points is shown on a sample face.

Fig. 2: an image and its hue histogram

Reasonably, the number of background pixels is
greater than skin-like pixels. However, since we
cannot rely on this assumption to identify the
background color, we can consider the fact the skin
has peculiar chromatic characteristics. It has been
demonstrated ([19]) that different color models are
not needed for different races of people. In other

Fig. 1: the set of face landmarks to identify
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C = {x , y} = {M 10 M 00 , M 01 M 00 }

words, except for albinos, the chromatic
characteristics of the skin are similar for all races.
This fact allows to build a priori a skin model that can
be used to identify the peak corresponding to face
pixels and, accordingly, to background pixels. The
background model therefore is a simple interval
around the background peak. In order to identify
foreground pixels correctly, we must consider a
limitation of the HSL model. When the brightness of
a pixel is low, L close to 0, also S is low and the
value of H becomes quite noisy. On the contrary, at
very low saturations, hue is not defined. Therefore we
must ignore pixels belonging to these two cases.
In order to remove clothes, we consider the skin-like
pixels in the lower part of the image to define an “end
of the neck” cut. Other non skin regions, for instance
hairs, are not removed. Finally, median filtering and
morphological operators are applied for noise and
outliers removal, and the holes of the resulting
connected components are removed with a flood fill
algorithm. An example of the segmentation result is
shown in Fig. 3. Several other techniques for face
segmentation can be found in the literature ([22],
[23], [24]).

The central moments of the image are defined as:

μ pq = ∑∑ ( x − x ) p ( y − y ) q I ( x, y )
x

y

The orientation of the head can be deduced from the
covariance ellipse built on the second order central
moments of I. The covariance matrix is:

⎡μ '
cov[ I ( x, y )] = ⎢ 20
⎣ μ '11

μ '11 ⎤
μ '02 ⎥⎦

where:

μ '11 = μ 11 μ 00
μ ' 20 = μ 20 μ 00
μ ' 02 = μ 02 μ 00
The eigenvectors of this matrix correspond to the
major and minor axes of the intensity image, so the
orientation can thus be extracted from the angle
between the coordinate axis and the eigenvector
associated with the largest eigenvalue. This angle, θ,
is given by:

⎛ 2 μ '11 ⎞
⎟⎟
θ = 12 arctan⎜⎜
⎝ μ '20 − μ '02 ⎠
Fig. 3: an image (left) and the corresponding head
silhouette

The U coordinate axis is the semi axis of the
covariance ellipse pointing rightward in the image,
while V is the one pointing upward (Fig. 4).

The second operation required is to establish an
orthogonal reference coordinate system UV aligned
with the head. This can be done exploiting the image
moments [20]. The moment of order (p+q)
p,q=0,1,2…, for an intensity image I is defined as:

M pq = ∑∑ x p y q I ( x, y )
x

y

The centroid of R is:
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second order derivatives, evaluated by convolution
with isotropic Gaussian derivative kernels [21]. The
set of candidate points contains the local extremes of
the curvature in the half plane U>0 (see Fig. 5 for an
example).
The landmarks on the face profile belong to the
candidate set and can be identified with a suitable set
of rules. These rules are the following:
• The Pronasale (PN) is the point with greater
U in the region U>0 and V<tPN. The
threshold tPN is to avoid incorrect
identification of the hairs as the Pronasale,
and has been evaluated experimentally as
30% of the greater V of the candidate set
(Fig. 6)
• The point P below the Pronasale (VP < VPN)
at maximal distance from the center C, and
whose ratio between P-C and PN-C distances
does not fall below a threshold rGN, is labeled
as the Gnathion (GN). The threshold has
been evaluated experimentally to 0.8
• The point P above the Pronasale (VP > VPN)
and closer to the center, is identified as the
Nasion (NA)
• The remaining points (SN, LS, LI) can be
identified scoring the candidate points
enclosed by PN and GN by means of their
curvature sign, their distance with the line
connecting PN and GN and their symmetry
along the V axis, where the constraint
VLI<VLS<VSN must be satisfied (see Fig. 7).
During this step we also identify on the
profile the lips intersection point, LL, as the
point at highest curvature between LI and LS.
This point will be used to identify the
Cheilion

Fig. 4: the head silhouette (left) and the covariance
ellipse built on the image moments (right)

The landmarks of interest can be substantially divided
in two subgroups: the points lying on the outer
contour of the face profile (NA, PN, SN, LS, LI, and
GN) and the ones lying inside the face region (CH,
EC, AC). The following subsections detail the
operations required to locate the two subsets of
landmarks.

3.1 Landmarks lying on the outer contour of
the face profile
These points are lying on the frontier of R, and their
common characteristic is that their curvature is a
local extreme on the profile curve. For the sake of
simplicity, we suppose that all faces are oriented
towards the same direction (e.g. towards right);
therefore, all the points of this set are lying on the
half plane U>0.

Fig. 5: the set of candidate points

Accurate radius of curvature for each point of the
profile can be computed directly from the first and
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versor is parallel to b-a segment, and let [uba]p and
[vba]p be the coordinates of point p in this system.

3.2.1 Exocanthion
The region were the EC can be located is first
roughly identified by means of geometrical
relationships involving the position of C, Pronasale
and Nasion. This region is selected as Region of
Interest (ROIEC), where further processing is involved
in order to reduce the computational burden. In the
ROIEC, we first determine strong corners of the image
using eigenvalue analysis ([22]). The initial results
are scored in order to obtain a set of four candidates.
Scoring is a function of the projection of the points
on the NA-PN and NA-GN segments.
Finally, suitable 5x5 filter masks are applied to ROIEC
as upper-lower eyelid and bottom-top left corner
detectors. The masks are the following:
Fig. 6: identification of Pronasale, Nasion and
Gnathion

Fig. 7: identification of Subnasal, Labrale Superius
and Inferius

Fup _ eyl

⎡0 0 0 1 1⎤
⎢0 0 1 0 0⎥
⎥
⎢
= ⎢ 1 1 0 − 1 − 1⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢ 0 0 −1 0 0 ⎥
⎢⎣− 1 − 1 0 0 0 ⎥⎦

Flow _ eyl

⎡− 1 − 1 0 0 0 ⎤
⎢ 0 0 −1 0 0 ⎥
⎥
⎢
= ⎢ 1 1 0 − 1 − 1⎥
⎥
⎢
⎢0 0 1 0 0⎥
⎢⎣ 0 0 0 1 1 ⎥⎦

3.2 Landmarks lying inside the face region
The identification of this subset of points requires an
analysis of the face texture, involving the extraction
of several image clues which are combined according
to the specific feature.
In order to detail the steps of the algorithm, the
following notation will be used. Let Rba be the
orthogonal coordinate system centred in a whose u
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⎡− 1
⎢− 1
⎢
= ⎢− 1
⎢
⎢− 1
⎢⎣− 1

− 1 1 2 2⎤
− 1 1 2 2⎥⎥
− 1 0 0 0⎥
⎥
− 1 0 0 0⎥
− 1 0 0 0⎥⎦
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− 1 0 0 0⎤
− 1 0 0 0⎥⎥
− 1 0 0 0⎥
⎥
− 1 1 2 2⎥
− 1 1 2 2⎥⎦

be near the lips intersection point on the profile (LL),
whose position has been computed during the
previous steps, the corners are scored combining their
distance from the Labrale Inferior-Labrale Superior
line and the distance of their projection with the
projection of LL on the LI-LS line. The score of the
candidate xi is evaluated as:
LI 2
LI
LI
[v LS
] xi − ([u LS
]LL − [u LS
] xi ) 2
The corner obtaining the best score is selected as the
Cheilion.

The candidate point summing up the greater value
from the four filters is identified as the Exocanthion.
In Fig. 8, the original image (a), the ROIEC and the
four EC candidates (b), a false colour image showing
the contributes of the two eyelid detectors (c) and the
identified EC location (d) are shown.

3.2.3 Alare
To identify the Alare, we start from identifying the
image region to process. This region, the ROIAL, is
centered on an initial estimate, pAL, of the position of
the Alare, given by the intersection of the two
segments
Exocanthion-Labrale
Superius
and
Cheilion-Nasion (Fig. 9(a)). The size of ROIAL is
proportional to the bounding box including Cheilion,
Exocanthion and Pronasale. The resize factor,
evaluated experimentally, is 0.4. In this region we try
to identify the nose wing, filtering the intensity image
(Fig. 9(b)) with the following mask:

FNose _Wing

⎡1
⎢1
⎢
= ⎢2
⎢
⎢0
⎢⎣0

−1

0⎤
0 − 1 0 0 ⎥⎥
0 −2 0 0 ⎥
⎥
1 0 −1 0 ⎥
0 1
0 − 1⎥⎦
0

0

Fig. 8: original image (a), the four EC candidates (b),
result of the eyelid detectors (c), final EC location (d)

3.2.2 Cheilion
Having defined a suitable ROICH combining the
position of LS, LI and C, CH is usually one of the
leftmost detected corners (that is, the one closer to C).
The strong corners are identified by first applying a
Canny edge detector, and then performing eigenvalue
analysis on the resulting image. Since CH should also
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Finally, the strong corners in ROIAL are identified and
scored according to the intensity of the filtered image,
to their distance with pAL and to the distance obtained
projecting the corner and the Pronasale on the line
Nasion-Labial Superius. The rationale is that the
Alare is usually at (almost) the same height as the
Pronasale, and using the Nasion-Labrale Superior line
it is possible to use this observation also for slightly
rotated silhouettes. Given g(x), the image filtered
with FNose_Wing, the score of candidate xi is given by:
g ( xi )

In Table 1 the mean identification error in pixels is
listed. As it can be seen, excluding the case of
Gnathion that will be discussed later, the mean error
is below 4.5 pixels, a number that is comparable with
the human mistake in evaluating the ground truth
data. The results are also given in Table 2 in terms of
correct/incorrect identification, where identification is
correct if its distance in pixel from the ground truth
location is lower then a predefined threshold (in this
case, the threshold has been set to six). The results
are given separately for each landmark, and globally.
Overall, the resulting percentage of 92% correct
identifications is a very good result, and demonstrates
the robustness of the algorithm. However, as it can be
seen analyzing the results in details, some of the
landmarks have a ratio of correct identification which
is not very satisfactory. This is for instance the case
of Gnathion, whose identification ratio is about 56%.
This result is influenced by two factors. First, the chin
can contain distracters, like beard or hairs, which
produce a local extreme of the curvature in their
correspondence. Second, in several cases it is
difficult to locate precisely the position of the
Gnathion, and its location is questionable, especially
when the chin has an almost uniform curvature (see
Fig. 10). Regarding the Nasion, its relatively high
error rate is mainly due to small errors in the
background segmentation. In general, we can say that
the profile curvature is a very powerful tool for
identifying landmarks, while other image clues are
less robust. The last fact is also related to the
resolution and quality of the incoming images.

1
1
, d i = p AL − xi
NA
NA
d i + 1 [u LS ]PN − [u LS
]x1 + 1

The corner obtaining the best score is identified as the
Alare. In case no corners are identified, the Alare
candidate is chosen.

4

Experimental results

In order to validate the proposed algorithm, we have
compared its results with ground truth data, obtained
identifying manually the landmarks on a set of 72
images. The set of profiles is taken from the CVL
Face Database of the University of Ljubljana [23].
All samples are 640x480 color images.
Landmark
NA
PN
SN
LS
LI
GN
CH
EC
AC
Total

Mean error
3,98
2,04
1,72
2,28
1,84
10,41
1,91
3,38
4,42
3,55

Table 1: mean identification errors in pixel

Landmark
NA
PN
SN
LS
LI
GN
CH
EC
AC
Total

Points Correct
72
67
72
72
72
72
72
70
72
72
72
40
72
72
72
67
72
68
648
600

Incorrect Incorrect (%)
5
6,94%
0
0,00%
0
0,00%
2
2,78%
0
0,00%
32
44,44%
0
0,00%
5
6,94%
4
5,56%
48
7,41%

Fig. 10: incorrect Gnathion identification

Table 2: percentage of correct identifications
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In order to improve the current algorithm, better
identification rules must be defined for those
landmarks not reaching a satisfactory result (such as
Gnathion, Exocanthion and Nasion).
As for the computational manageability, the mean
execution time for the 72 images is 0.43 s on an Intel
Core2 Duo T7700, 2.40Ghz and 2GB of RAM. This
proves that the algorithm, besides being robust, is
also fast in terms of execution times.

5
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